
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A pair of narcissistic gits that make me sick” - Peta - one of the shows first ever callers. 

“I’ve never listened to your show and I probably never will” - Yogi - Regular guest and resident paranoid. 

“A funny little show but I don’t really get it” - Oliver - Pete’s millennial son. 

“It’s so bad it’s actually sensational” - David - Calling out from the edit room floor. 

“It gets him out of the house” - Lisa - Elliot’s long-suffering wife. 

Synopsis: 

If you’re sick of listening to music and mindless waffle that is aimed at teenagers, tune in to The Mid Life Crisis Show; 
our m usic and m indless waffle is aim ed at you!  

Hosted by Elliot Kleiner and Peter Applebaum, every week we chat with a range of guests (some celebrities with 

credible opinions and some nobodies with incredible opinions). Together we confront the important issues that are on 

the minds (and thighs) of those of us suffering from middle age.  

Topics like hair loss, weight gain, bad drivers, good sex, good drivers, bad sex, smart phones Vs stupid millennials and 

just why they don’t make ‘em like they used to. Nothing is off limits as long as we all can laugh about it (and we do). You      

complete us. Seriously. Without you it would just be us laughing at each other’s lame dad jokes.  

Biographies: 

Elliot Kleiner: 

Elliot began broadcasting with an internship at Sydney’s 2SM, later moving to host a popular evening 

show with Capricorn Broadcasters Radio 4CD in QLD, then eventually back to Sydney to produce, 

and present on, the Andrew Harwood Show on Sydney’s 2GB. 

Since then, being an entrepreneur with several business interests, Elliot has been a frequent guest on       

mainstream programmes such as The Today Show, A Current Affair, Today Tonight, and all 

major news programmes on both TV and radio, as well as being well published in the Press. 

Peter Applebaum: 

Peter is a Marketing Guru and author with an exemplary reputation in the business community.        

He’s a highly sought keynote speaker at business conferences and for over a decade, has been  an         

in-demand media commentator appearing regularly on A Current Affair and hosting his own SKY      

News show “Marketing Matters”. 

In his capacity as MD of a well-known Sydney online Marketing Firm, he’s frequently quoted in     

BRW, Marketing Magazine, B&T and The Australian. He rubs shoulders with Captains of Industry and has successfully 

tested his media mettle many times with flair and humour. 

Together: 

These two card-carrying members of Generation X are proud of the fact that they can remember a time when integrity 

had value, every success came at a price and rules were something to be revered and respected. 

They bounce a really energetic wit off of each other while boldly stating what should be the obvious. 

Contact: elliot@themidlifecrisisshow.com 0415 800 030 or peter@themidlifecrisisshow.com 0419 406 720 

Radio Show 

 

 



 
“It started with a passing comment at 

Melbourne Cup Lunch at Luna Park in 2015” 

 
I was having lunch with Pete and we were complaining to each other about why 

there was no age-appropriate,  content-appropriate  radio shows for those of  us  

with  more  mileage  behind  than  in  front.  It wasn’t that middle-aged audiences 
weren’t being catered to, it was that it was all “newsy, politicy, and financy”. 

Where was the candid stuff about the anxieties of daily existence in the middle 

years? Where’s content for the average “Shmo”? 
 

I said to Pete “you know, between us we’ve got decades of broadcast experience, we should do our own 

show”. Pete said “hahahahahaaaa!”, to which I stared blankly. He then said “so who do you think would listen?” I 

said – “let’s pod-cast it and see”. 

 
By April 2016 we had a studio set up, a Facebook page and a list of topics to cover. We got all our friends to 

share and repost our shout out and you can imagine our surprise when the calls started to come in and we 

were recording all the banter. It took a few episodes to get the formula right but it started to sound like 

something and people came back with the most commonly intersecting adjective – “RELATABLE”.  We knew 

we were onto something. Soon we had actual celebrity guests and regular contributors every week. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listeners subscribed to the web site and mail list and shared their suggestions for topics to cover. It wasn’t 

explosive stuff… 

 
• Women are smarter than men – Discuss! 

• English Literacy – Is Gen Y killing it or murdering it? 

• Fat Fabulous & Funny 

• Hair – Is it overrated? 

• Why is reality TV so often mistaken for reality? 

• What are you doing that you probably shouldn’t be doing at your age? 

• Middle aged sex 

• Why is everyone else on the road such a bad driver? 

• Ban the bum crack! (highest rating episode to date) 

• My smartphone is making me stupid 

• The time machine episode – what if you could go back and change one bad decision? 

• You’re the man – FIX IT! 

 
It was however – “RELATABLE” and people started eating it up for no other reason. We had an audience! 

 
By October, we were on Omny and iTunes and audience numbers exploded. With over a year’s worth of good 

episodes in the can and a clear structure for how we roll, taking it to mainstream radio seemed like the 

obvious next step. MacQuarie Radio jumped on it and we had our first live national broadcast. Who’d have 

thought? Surveys showed numbers going up straight away.  
 

We don’t do politics, gender equality issues or religion, mainly because they’re too polarising. What we do is 

witty, relaxed, fun and even sometimes outright funny (usually accidentally).  We’re not comedians and we’re 

not authoritative commentators. What we are is a couple of experienced presenters and broadcasters anxiously 

struggling with the fading of our youth while not taking it all too seriously. “Shmo’s” with an audience. 

  



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 


